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Abstract

Describing interstitial atoms in intermetallics or simple mono-atomic close-packed met-
als is a straightforward procedure in common full-potential calculations. One estab-
lishes a sufficiently large supercell, introduces the interstitial impurity and performs
the electronic structure and total energy calculation. Real systems, however, are rarely
mono-atomic or ordered metals. In most of the cases, the matrix is a random or quasi-
random mixture of several chemically and/or magnetically distinct components. Be-
cause of that a proper computational tool should incorporate advanced alloy theory
and at the same time have sufficiently high accuracy to describe interstitial positions in
close-packed solids. The purpose of the present thesis is to make a step towards solving
this fundamental problem in computational materials science. To this end, in the first
part of the thesis a prestudy on some selected metals and compounds was presented,
and in the second part tools were applied to investigate the effect of interstitial carbon
on the structural properties of steels.

For the prestudy, the equation of state for the selected Al, Cu and Rh was investigated
in two equivalent phases: in conventional face-centered-cubic lattice (fcc, str-I) and
in a face-centered-cubic lattice with one atomic and three interstitial empty potential
wells per primitive cell (str-II). A proper basis set of the exact muffin-tin orbitals as
well as a proper potential sphere radius were established by calculating the equilibrium
Wigner-Seitz radius and bulk modulus of the above elements in str-I and str-II using
the exact muffin-tin orbitals (EMTO) first-principle density functional method. It was
found that for Al spd orbitals are sufficient to describe the equilibrium bulk properties
in both structures, while for str-II Rh and Cu at least five orbitals (spdfg) are needed to
get accurate equilibrium volume and bulk modulus. Furthermore, it was shown that
in general, for the str-II type of structure (close-packed structure with interstitials) the
optimized overlapping muffin-tin potential in combination with spdfg orbitals ensures
well converged bulk properties.

As an application of the above work in alloys, (i) the chemical reaction between hy-
drogen H2 molecule and ScAl1−xMgx (0≤x≤0.3) random alloys, (ii) the phase stabil-
ity of the hydrogenated alloys in different structures and (iii) the hydrogen absorp-
tion/desorption temperatures were studied by calculating the Gibbs energy for the
components of the reaction. Experimental and theoretical studies by Sahlberg et al .
showed that the ScAl0.8Mg0.2 compound with CsCl structure absorbs hydrogen by de-
composing into ScH2 with CaF2 structure and fccAl0.8Mg0.2. This reaction was found to
be very fast, even without adding catalyst, and fully reversible. The theoretical hydro-
gen absorption/desorption temperatures agree well with the experimental values. On
the other hand, the stability field of the hydrogenated alloys was found to be strongly
depends on Mg content and on the microstructure of the hydrogenated alloys. For a
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given microstructure, the critical temperature for hydrogen absorption/desorption in-
creases with the Mg concentration.

The second part of the thesis focused on steel materials with special emphases on the
effect of interstitial carbon. Steels are considered to be one of the most important en-
gineering materials. They are mainly composed of iron and carbon. Other alloying
elements in steel are introduced to get specific properties like microstructure, corrosion
resistance, hardness, brittleness, etc. In order to describe the effect of carbon interstitial
in iron alloys, it is important to know how the substitutional alloying elements affect the
softness and some other properties of iron alloys. For that reason, the alloying effects
on the energetic and magnetic structure of paramagnetic Fe0.85Cr0.1M0.05 (M = Cr, Mn,
Fe, Co and Ni) alloys along the tetragonal distortion path connecting the body centered
cubic (bcc) and the face centered cubic (fcc) phases were investigated. It was shown that
Cr stabilizes bcc phase and increases the energy barrier (relative to bcc phase) between
fcc and bcc phases. Cobalt and Ni stabilize fcc structure. Cobalt increases whereas
Ni slightly decreases the energy barrier relative to fcc structure. Manganese and iron
have negligible effect on the structural energy difference as well as on the energy barrier
along the Bain path. The local magnetic moments on Fe atoms have maximum values at
bcc phase and minimum values at fcc phase. Cobalt atoms possess local magnetic mo-
ments only for tetragonal lattices with c/a < 1.30, and the Mn magnetic moments have
almost constant value along the Bain path.

The tetragonality of Fe-C martensite was discovered in 1928. Early experimental works
showed that the tetragonality of Fe-C is linearly depends on C content. However, Later
many observations indicated that the tetragonality of martensite is influenced also by
alloying and interstitial carbon distributions. Very few ab initio studies focus on in-
vestigating the tetragonality of Fe-C based alloys. In this thesis the interstitial carbon
in ferromagnetic Fe-based alloys and it is impact on the tetragonal lattice ratio of Fe
matrix as well as the alloying effect on the tetragonality of Fe-C system were investi-
gated. It was found that the ferromagnetic Fe-C system with C content ∼ 1.3 wt. % has
a body-centered tetragonal (bct) structure with c/a ∼ 1.07. Alloying has an impact on
the tetragonality; adding 5% Al, Co or Ni enhances while 5% Cr addition decreases the
tetragonal lattice ratio.

The electronic structure and total energy calculations from this thesis are based on first-
principles exact muffin-tin orbitals method. The chemical and magnetic disorder was
treated using coherent-potential approximation and the paramagnetic phase was mod-
eled by the disordered local magnetic moments approach. Some test calculations in-
volved also full-potential tools as implemented in Vienna ab-initio simulation package
(VASP).



Sammanfattning

Att beskriva interstitiella atomer i enkla mono-atomiska tätpackade metaller eller inter-
metaller är ett enkelt förfarande i full-potential-beräkningar. Man upprättar en tillräckligt
stor supercell, inför den interstitiella orenheten och utför elektroniska struktur- och to-
talenergiberäkningar. Verkliga system är dock sällan ena atomiska eller ordnade met-
aller. I de flesta fall är matrisen en slumpmässig eller kvasi-slumpmässig blandning av
flera kemiskt och / eller magnetiskt olika komponenter. På grund av detta bör ett kor-
rekt beräkningsverktyg innefatta avancerad legeringsteori och samtidigt ha tillräckligt
hög noggrannhet för att beskriva interstitiella positioner i tätt packade material. Syftet
med denna avhandling är att göra ett steg fram mot att lösa detta grundläggande prob-
lem i materialberäkningsvetenskap. För detta ändamål presenterar vi en förstudie i den
första delen av avhandlingen på vissa utvalda metaller och föreningar, och i den an-
dra delen tillämpar vi våra verktyg för att undersöka effekten av interstitiellt kol på de
strukturella egenskaperna hos stål.

Till förstudien har vi valt Al, Cu och Rh och undersökt deras tillståndsekvation i två
likvärdiga faser: i det konventionella kubiska yt-centrerade gittret (fcc, str-I) och i ett
kubiskt yt-centrerat gitter med en atomär och tre tomma interstitiella potentialbrun-
nar per primitiv cell (str-II). Vi använde exakta muffin tin-orbitaler som basfunktioner
liksom den sfäriska potentialradien, vilka bestämdes genom att beräkna Wigner-Seitz
radien och tryckmodulen i jämvikt för de ovanstående grundämnena i str-I och str-
II med exakt muffin-tin orbital (EMTO) ab-initio densitet funktionals teori-metoden.
Vi har visat att för Al är spd-orbitaler tillräckliga för att beskriva bulkegenskaperna
i jämvikt för båda strukturerna, medan str-II Rh och Cu behöver minst fem orbitaler
(spdfg) för att få korrekt jämviktsvolym och tryckmodul. Dessutom har vi visat att i
allmänhet, för str-II typen av strukturer (tätpackade strukturer med interstitiella posi-
tioner), ger den optimerade överlappande muffin-tin-potentialen i kombination med
spdfg-orbitaler väl konvergerade bulkegenskaper.

Som en tillämpning av ovanstående arbete för legeringar, studerade vi (i) den kemiska
reaktionen mellan slumpmässiga ScAl1−xMgx (0 ≤ x≤ 0.3) legeringar och vätemolekylen
H2, (ii) fas stabiliteten hos hydrerade legeringar i olika strukturer och (iii) temperaturen
av väte absorptions eller desorptions genom att beräkna Gibbs energi för komponenter-
na i reaktionen. Våra teoretiska väte absorptions / desorptions temperaturer stämmer
väl överens med de experimentella värdena. Å andra sidan visade vi att stabiliteten hos
de hydrerade legeringarna är starkt beroende av Mg-innehållet och på mikrostrukturen
hos de hydrerade legeringarna. För en given mikrostruktur ökar den kritiska tempera-
turen för vätgas absorption / desorption med Mg-koncentrationen.

Den andra delen av avhandlingen fokuserar på stålmaterial med särskild betoning på
effekten av interstitiellt kol. Stål anses vara ett av de viktigaste materialen för tekniska
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tillämpningar. Det består främst av järn och kol. Andra legeringsämnen i stål införs för
att få specifika egenskaper som mikrostruktur, korrosionsbeständighet, hårdhet, sprödhet,
etc. I denna avhandling har vi undersökt interstitiellt kol i ferromagnetiska Fe-legeringar
och dess påverkan på det tetragonala gitterförhållandet hos Fe-matrisen samt legeringsef-
fekten på tetragonaliteten hos Fe-C-systemet. Det konstateras att det ferromagnetiska
Fe-C-systemet med ett C-innehåll på ∼ 1,3 wt. % har en kropps-centrerad tetragonal
(bct) struktur med c/a ∼ 1,07. Legering har inverkan på det tetragonala gitterförhållandet,
en tillsats av 5% Al, Co eller Ni ökar, medan Cr minskar, det tetragonala gitterförhållandet.

De elektroniska struktur- och totalenergiberäkningarna i den här avhandlingen är baser-
ade på ab-initio exakta muffin-tin orbital-metoden. Den kemiska och magnetiska oord-
ningen behandlades med coherent-potential approximationen och den paramagnetiska
fasen modellerades med disordered local magnetic moment-metoden. Vissa testberäkningar
gjordes även med full-potential-verktyget Vienna ab-initio simulation package (VASP).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction to Defects

Crystals are defined as ordered arrangements of atoms or ions, but real crystals are not
perfect. Mostly there exist crystalline defects. There are many types of defects like point
defects that occur at a single lattice point; line defects, planar defects, three-dimensional
defects such as voids [1].

Defects have a strong impact on the electrical and mechanical properties of solids. They
are responsible for the existence of many useful properties. Most of the technological
materials depend on the existence of some kind of defects. An interstitial impurity is
defined as a point defect atom occupying the space between regular lattice sites. Fig-
ure 1.1 shows a schematic plot of the two most common interstitials. Interstitials have
wide applications such as they are used for storage of hydrogen in metals [2, 3], inter-
stitial carbon atoms are used in steels to achieve specific properties [4], interstitials are
important for starting glass transition [5, 6, 7].

In the present thesis interstitials in different systems and for different purposes were
studied and below I presented a brief description about my work. First, The selected
Al, Cu and Rh were described in the original fcc lattice and in an fcc lattice with in-
terstitial sites. In order to make these ”interstitials” very anisotropic they were filled
with empty potential wells. That is, physically the original fcc lattice and the fcc lat-
tice with interstitials are completely equivalent. However, from computational point of
view the latter case represents a great challenge due to the low symmetry, large overlap
between atomic and interstitial sites and loosely packed lattice sites. The goal was to
find a proper numerical approach which yields the same ground state properties for
the ”dressed up” fcc lattice as those obtained for the parent fcc lattice. In this test the
electronic structure, equilibrium volume and bulk modulus were calculated. The rea-
son for performing the test with a muffin-tin approach is that in contrast to most of the
full-potential approaches, the presently employed density functional tool can handle

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

disordered systems as well. Therefore, after having established a proper numerical ap-
proach, one can go further and insert true interstitials in the close-packed metals and
alloys and study their impact on the basic properties.

As an application of the methodological developments, a very important field was con-
sidered, namely the problem of hydrogen storage in solids. The field is briefly intro-
duced in section 1.2. I focused on ab initio description of the properties of ScAl1−xMgx

hydrogenated alloys as a function of Mg content, microstructure, and external condi-
tions (temperature and pressure).

The second part of the thesis, focused on steel materials and studied the ferromagnetic
Fe-C system and the effect of carbon and alloying elements on the tetragonality of fer-
romagnetic Fe-C system. It is important to understand the alloying effects of the elastic
properties of Fe-C system, therefore first alloying effects on the magnetic properties, the
total energy and softness of carbon-free FeCrM (M stands for Cr, Mn, Fe, Co and Ni)
alloys along the Bain path that connects fcc and bcc structures were studied. The Bain
path is briefly introduced in section 1.3.

Figure 1.1. Octahedral (dotted area) and tetrahedral (shaded area) interstitial in a
face-centered cubic lattice.

1.2 Hydrogen Storage in Metals

Hydrogen is considered important candidate as energy carrier for both mobile and sta-
tionary applications, as an important advantage of hydrogen as energy carrier is that
it is a clean and renewable energy source. Hydrogen can be stored as pressurized gas,
cryogenic liquid, solid fuel in chemical or physical combination with materials, like
metal hydrides, complex hydrides and carbon materials. For each option there are
positive and negative attributes [8, 9]. For example pressurized hydrogen gas needs
high-pressure storage and this is limited by the weight of the storage canisters and the
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potential for developing leaks. Liquid hydrogen requires a refrigeration unit to main-
tain a cryogenic state [10] thus adding weight and energy costs, and a resultant 40%
loss in energy content [11]. Furthermore, storage of hydrogen in liquid or gaseous form
causes safety problems for transport applications. Hydrogen forms metal hydrides with
some metals and alloys leading to solid-state storage under moderate temperature and
pressure that gives them the important safety advantage over gas and liquid storage
methods. Metal hydrides have higher hydrogen-storage density than hydrogen gas
or liquid hydrogen. Hence, metal hydride storage is a safe, volume-efficient storage
method for on-board vehicle applications.

Light metals form a large variety of metal-hydrogen compounds [12, 13, 14, 15]. They
are interesting due to their light weight and the number of hydrogen atoms per metal
atoms, which is often of the order of 2. Most of the hydrogen absorption investigations
are based on experimental studies. In this thesis a systematic theoretical study of the
effect of Mg on the phase stability of the hydrogenated ScAl1−x Mgx (0≤x≤0.3) random
alloys using the exact muffin-tin orbital method in combination with the coherent po-
tential approximation (CPA) was presented. In order to establish the accuracy of our
method (EMTO) the projector augmented wave (PAW) method was used to describe
hydrogenated (ScAl) alloy.

1.3 The fcc-bcc Bain Path Deformation

Carbon and nitrogen are frequently used in steels. They occupy interstitial positions
and are primarily responsible for the formation of martensites. Describing their impact
on the basic properties is a fundamental question in computational steel science. As a
first step in this challenging task, the deformation path between the competing cubic
phases as a function of substitutional alloying elements was studied. Homogeneous
transformation describes a continuous crystallographic transition from initial to final
phase. For bcc-fcc martensite transformation a few homogeneous strain paths have
been developed [16, 17, 18]. The simplest one is known as the Bain deformation [19].
This path consists of a continuous expansion of a bcc lattice along one of the cubic axes
(c) with a contraction along the two others (a). When c/a ratio reaches

√
2, the body-

centered-tetragonal lattice (bct) becomes fcc as shown in Figure 1.2. The Bain path is
unique in that it retains the highest possible (tetragonal) crystal symmetry. The Bain
path is a convenient tool for investigating the energetics of bcc-fcc transformation.

A series of calculations of the total energy, the softness of fcc and bcc lattices and the
local magnetic moments of paramagnetic Fe-Cr-M (M = Cr, Mn, Co, Ni) alloys along
the Bain path as a function of c/a ratio and Wigner-Seitz radius (w) were presented.
This work is considered as basis for my work on carbon steel. In that, the total energy
calculations of ferromagnetic Fe-C system and the alloying effects on the tetragonality
of Fe-C were investigated.
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Figure 1.2. Schematic of the body centered tetragonal (bct) unit cell (in black) which
allows a continuous (Bain) transformation between bcc (c/a = 1) and fcc
(c/a =

√
2) lattices.



Chapter 2

First-principles Calculations

A large number of material properties can be understood by the electronic structure.
We can find these properties either by semi-empirically methods or from first principles
quantum theory. Describing the properties of materials from first principles theory im-
plies solving the Schrödinger equation for a huge number of interacting electrons and
nuclei. Many programs have been developed for first principles calculations based on
density functional theory. In this chapter the Schrödinger equation, the density func-
tional theory and some common approximations within it, and the exact muffin-tin or-
bitals method were briefly reviewed.

2.1 Schrödinger Equation

For a non-relativistic quantum system, consisting of N electrons and M nuclei, we use
the time independent Schrödinger [20] equation

HΨ(r1, ..., rN ,R1...,RM ) = EΨ(r1, ..., rN ,R1...,RM ), (2.1)

where Ψ is the wave function, an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian H.

H = − ~2

2me

N∑
i

∇2
ri
− ~2

2

M∑
I

∇2
RI

MI

−
N∑
i

M∑
I

e2ZI

|ri −RI |

+
1

2

N∑
i̸=j

e2

|ri − rj|
+

1

2

M∑
I ̸=J

e2ZIZJ

|RI −RJ |
. (2.2)

M denotes the mass of an ion, R is the nuclear position vector and Z is the atomic
number of an ion. m denotes the electron mass, r is the electronic position and e is the

5



6 CHAPTER 2. FIRST-PRINCIPLES CALCULATIONS

electron charge. ~ is Planck constant. The first and second term in equation 2.2 are the
kinetic energy operators for electrons and nuclei, the third, fourth and fifth terms are
the potential operators that describe electron-nucleus, electron-electron and nucleus-
nucleus interactions.

Solving the above Schrödinger equation is an impossible task even for relatively small
systems. The first step to overcome this difficulty is given by Born-Oppenheimer ap-
proximation [21]. It assumes that due to the large difference in mass between electrons
and nuclei, the nuclei will move so slowly that the electrons will remain in their given
states as the nuclei move and we may now treat the electrons as if they were moving in
an environment of static nuclei, and the Schrödinger equation can be reduced to

(− ~2

2me

N∑
i

∇2
ri
−

N∑
i

M∑
I

e2ZI

|ri −RI |
+

1

2

N∑
i̸=j

e2

|ri − rj|
)Ψ =

(T + Vext + VH) = EΨ. (2.3)

Here T is the electronic kinetic energy, Vext is the external Coulomb potential from the
interactions between electrons and nuclei, and VH is Hartree potential i.e. the Coulomb
potential from the interactions between the electrons.

The above reduced Schrödinger equation describing the electrons is still too complex
for practical purposes. Other approximations are still needed. Density functional theory
offers an elegant reformulation of this problem. In the next section this theory was
outlined.

2.2 Density Functional Theory

Density functional theory (DFT) is based on two main theorems described in the pa-
per by Hohenberg and Kohn [22]: the first theorem says that the ground state electron
density nr determines the potential of a system; we may conclude that all ground states
properties of a system are completely determined by the ground state density. This
emphasizes the importance of the electron density within the DFT, and the solution of
the Schrödinger equation becomes less cumbersome since the explicit use of the many-
body wave function is no longer needed. The second theorem comprises a variational
principle for the total energy and states that the minimum of the energy functional is
the ground state energy. The ground state electron density and the total energy are
calculated within the formulation of Kohn and Sham [23], which assumes that the den-
sity of a system of interacting electrons can be obtained as the density of an auxiliary
system of non-interacting particles, moving in an effective potential. Within the Kohn-
Sham scheme, the variational principle leads to the effective single-electron Schrödinger
equations
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−∇2 + ν([n]; r)Ψj(r) = ϵjΨj(r), (2.4)

where ν is the effective potential. The non-interacting Kohn-Sham system is subject to
an effective potential

ν([n]; r) = νe(r) + νH([n]; r) + µxc([n]; r). (2.5)

Here the second term is the Hartree potential,

νH([n]; r) = 2

∫
n(r)

|r− r′|
dr′. (2.6)

For electrons moving in the external potential created by the fixed nuclei located on
lattice sites R we have

νe(r) = −
∑
R

2ZR

|r−R|
(2.7)

and the last term is the exchange-correlation potential defined as the functional deriva-
tive of Exc[n], i.e.

µxc([n]; r) =
δExc[n]

δn(r)
. (2.8)

This term includes the exchange energy due to Pauli Exclusion Principle and all the
interactions between particles that are not included in the above terms. The ground
state density for an N electron system is given by single electron wave functions

n(r) =
N∑
i=1

|Ψi(r)|2. (2.9)

In this expression, the summation runs over all the Kohn-Sham states below the Fermi
level εF , which in turn is obtained from the condition

Ne =

∫
n(r)dr, (2.10)

where Ne is the number of electrons. The self-consistent solution of the above equations
is used to compute the ground state energy of the electronic system

Ee[n] = Ts[n] +
1

2

∫
νH([n]; r)n(r)dr+ Exc[n] +

∫
νe([n]; r)n(r)dr. (2.11)

Then the total energy of the system formed by electrons and nuclei is just the summation
of equation (2.11) and nuclear-nuclear repulsion, viz.

Etot = Ee[n] +
∑
RR′

ZRZR′

|R−R′|
. (2.12)
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For a spin-polarized system, the density is divided into two spin densities n↑(r) and
n↓(r). They are solutions of the Kohn-Sham equation for the spin-dependent effective
potential. The remaining unknown term is the exchange-correlation term. This energy
term can not be evaluated exactly but it plays an important role in defining the physics
of the system. Therefore much effort has been put into approximating the exchange-
correlation term.

2.2.1 The Exchange-Correlation Energy

The exchange interaction is due to Pauli Exclusion Principle [1], while correlation term
includes all interactions which are not explicitly included in the kinetic energy, Hartree
and exchange terms. The simplest approximation for the exchange-correlation energy
within DFT is the local density approximation (LDA) [24, 25]. Within the LDA, the
exchange-correlation energy is assumed to be the same as that in a homogenous electron
gas,

ELDA
xc [n] =

∫
d3rn(r)εhomxc (n(r)), (2.13)

where εhomxc (n(r)) is the sum of the exchange and correlation energies of the homoge-
neous electron gas of density n(r). The LDA approach is based on the homogeneous
electron gas, therefore it is less accurate for systems where the density varies rapidly.
Improvement over LDA has led to generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of the
exchange-correlation functional. This alternative provides non-local information of the
density using the gradient of the electron density. A general expression of the GGA is

EGGA
xc [n] =

∫
d3rn(r)εhomxc (n; |∇n|). (2.14)

There are several functional forms for GGA, the most common versions of the GGA im-
plemented in DFT computational programs are: The one developed by Perdew, Burke
and Ernzerhof (PBE) [26] and later revised for solids and surfaces (PBEsol) [27]. The
PBE works better than the LDA for bulk properties of simple and 3d transition metals.
Therefore, in this thesis, the GGA-PBE was used for the exchange-correlation functional
to describe the properties of 3d metals and metallic alloys.

2.3 Computational Tools

Many different ab initio methods have been developed to solve the Kohn-Sham equa-
tions. The required accuracy for the Kohn-Sham method is always set by the actual
property to be computed. For instance, an approximate solution of the Kohn-Sham
equations can provide useful information about properties calculated for a fixed crystal
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structure, whereas quantities involving lattice distortions or structural energy differ-
ences require a high level of accuracy. Because of this, often a compromise between
accuracy and efficiency has been accepted, and methods employing certain approxima-
tions have been developed. In this thesis implementations and applications of the exact
muffin-tin orbital (EMTO) method combined with the coherent-potential approxima-
tion and the full charge density technique were discussed. The projector augmented
wave (PAW) method was used only in order to assess the accuracy of the EMTO, and
therefore it was not discuss in this thesis.

2.3.1 Exact Muffin-tin Orbital Method

An important group of density-functional methods is built around the so-called muffin-
tin (MT) approximation. The approximation originates from the observation that the
exact crystal potential is atomic like around the lattice sites, where the core states are
located, and nearly flat between the atoms. Accordingly, within the MT approximation
one substitutes the Kohn-Sham effective potential by spherically symmetric potentials
centered on atoms plus a constant potential in the interstitial region. The MT family
includes the standard Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) [28, 29] and screened-KKR [30]
methods, methods based on the atomic sphere approximation (ASA) [31, 32, 33, 34] as
well as the recently developed exact muffin-tin orbital method by Andersen and co-
workers [35] and implemented by Vitos [36, 37, 38, 39]. The EMTO method is an im-
proved screened Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method, in that large overlapping potential
spheres can be used for an accurate representation of the exact single electron potential.
The single-electron states are calculated exactly, while the potential can include certain
shape approximations, if required. Within the overlapping muffin-tin approximation,
the effective single-electron potential in equation (2.5) is approximated by spherical po-
tential wells νR (rR ) - ν0 centered on lattice sites R plus a constant potential ν0, viz.

ν(r) ≈ νmt(r) ≡ ν0 +
∑
R

[νR(rR)− ν0], (2.15)

νR (rR ) becomes equal to ν0 outside the potential sphere of radius sR. For fixed potential
spheres, the spherical and the constant potentials are determined by optimizing the
mean of the squared deviation between νmt (r) and ν(r), i.e. minimizing the functional

Fν [νR, ν0] ≡
∫
ν(r)− ν0 −

∑
R

[νR(rR)− ν0]
2
dr. (2.16)

The integral is performed over the entire unit cell. Since the Fν is a functional of the
spherical potentials, the minimum condition is expressed as∫

δνR(r)
δFν [νR, ν0]

δνR(r)
d(r) = 0, (2.17)
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where δ/δ νR(r) stands for the functional derivative, and

δFν [νR, ν0]

δνR(r)
= 0. (2.18)

The solution of these integro-differential equations gives the optimal νR (rR) and ν0, and
leads to the so called optimized overlapping muffin-tin (OOMT) potential.

Exact Muffin-tin Orbitals Wave Functions

We solve the single-electron equation (2.4) for the muffin-tin potential defined in equa-
tion (2.15), by expanding the Kohn-Sham orbital ψj(r) in terms of the exact muffin-tin
orbitals ψRL

a (ϵj ,rR), viz.

ψj(r) =
∑
RL

ψa
RL(ϵj, rR)ν

a
RL,j. (2.19)

The expansion coefficients, νaRL,j , are determined from the condition that the above ex-
pansion should be solution of equation (2.4) in the entire space. In the EMTO formalism,
the algebraic formulation of this matching condition is the so called kink cancellation
equation [36, 39, 40]. The exact muffin-tin orbitals are constructed using different basis
functions inside the potential spheres and in the interstitial region. In the interstitial
region, where the potential is approximated by ν0 the basis functions are solutions to
the free electron Schrödinger equation. The boundary conditions for the free electron
Schrödinger equation are given in conjunction with non-overlapping spheres, called
hard spheres centered at lattice site R and with radius aR. These functions are called
screened spherical waves [36]. The screened spherical waves are defined as being free
electron solutions which behave as real harmonics on their own a-spheres centered at
site R and vanish on all the other sites. Inside the potential sphere the basis functions
are called partial waves, they are defined as the products of the regular solutions of
the radial Schrödinger equation [41] for the spherical potential and the real harmonics.
Because screened spherical wave behaves like real harmonic only on its own a-sphere,
the matching condition between the two basis functions should be set up at this sphere.
On the other hand, and as we know for an accurate representation of the single-electron
potential the potential spheres should overlap. Therefore, usually we have sR > aR.
Because of this, an additional free-electron solution has to be introduced. This func-
tion realizes the connection between the screened spherical wave at aR and the partial
wave at sR . It joins continuously and differentiable to the partial wave at sR and con-
tinuously to the screened spherical wave at aR. Finally, the exact muffin-tin orbitals
are constructed as the superposition of the screened spherical waves, the partial waves
and the free-electron solution. In the present method the Green’s function formalism is
employed. Both self-consistent single electron energies and the electron density can be
determined within Green’s function formalism.
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The Full Charge Density (FCD) Technique

The Full Charge Density (FCD) [42, 43, 44] technique is designed to maintain high effi-
ciency but at the same time to give total energies with an accuracy similar to that of
the full-potential methods. The principal idea behind the FCD technique is to use the
total charge density to compute the total energy functional given by equation (2.12).
The total density can be taken from a self-consistent calculation employing certain ap-
proximations. In the present case we use the EMTO total charge density which is given
by

n(r) =
∑
R

nR(rR). (2.20)

Here we divide the total density n(r) into components nR(rR ) defined inside the Wigner-
Seitz cells [45]. Around each lattice site we expand the density components in terms of
the real harmonics, viz.

nR(rR) =
∑
L

nRL(rR)YL(rR). (2.21)

In order to be able to compute the energy components from equation (2.12) we need
to establish technique to calculate the space integrals over the Wigner-Seitz cells. For
this we adopt the shape function technique [46]. Within the shape function any integral
over the cell can be transformed into an integral over the sphere which circumscribes the
cell. The shape function is a 3D step function defined as 1 inside the Wigner-Seitz cell
and zero otherwise. By combining the FCD and the shape function technique the total
energy can be calculated by dividing it into the kinetic energy, the exchange-correlation
energy and the electrostatic energy. The latter is divided into the intra-cell and inter-cell
contributions. Then, the total energy becomes

Etot = Ts[n] +
∑
R

(FintraR[nR] + ExcR[nR] + Finter[n]), (2.22)

where the intra-cell F intraR [nR ] and the exchange-correlation energiesExcR[nR] depend
only on the charge density within the actual cell, whereas F inter [n] depends on the
charge distributions around different cells and T s is a nonlocal functional of the density.
These terms are accurately calculated within the FCD technique.

Coherent Potential Approximation (CPA)

The most powerful technique in the case of disordered alloys is the coherent potential
approximation (CPA). The CPA was introduced by Soven [47] for the electronic struc-
ture problem and by Taylor [48] for phonons in random alloys. Györffy [49] formulated
the CPA using the Green function technique. The CPA is based on the assumption that
the alloy may be replaced by an ordered effective medium. The impurity problem is
treated within the single-site approximation. This means that one single impurity is
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placed in an effective medium and no information is provided about the individual po-
tential and charge density beyond the sphere around this impurity. Within the EMTO
method we construct the CPA effective medium by calculating the Green functions of
the alloy components. We can calculate the Green functions by substituting the coher-
ent potential of the CPA medium by the real atomic potentials and the average of the
individual Green functions should reproduce the single-site part of the coherent Green
function. These are solved iteratively and the output is used to determine the electronic
structure, charge density and total energy of the random alloy.



Chapter 3

The EMTO Method and Low Symmetry
Structures

One of the important characteristic of the muffin-tin (MT) methods is the employed
minimal basis set, The MT orbitals are constructed from the partial waves which are so-
lutions of the Schrödinger equation for the spherical potential. The number of orbitals
is set by the maximum orbital quantum number (lmax). Therefore, lmax is the key pa-
rameter for the completeness of the basis set and thus has an important effect on the
accuracy of the method. In MT methods, usually three to four orbitals per site were
found to be sufficient to compute with a high accuracy the one-electron energies and
wave functions of metals with close-packed crystal lattice, but when the spherical sym-
metry for the charge density was partially lifted, then the number of orbitals should
be increased in order to produce good agreement between MT and other full-potential
and experimental methods [42, 43, 44]. It is important to know the proper basis set in
an FCD calculations especially when the MT method is applied to systems where the
potential and the density strongly violate the MT picture. In the present thesis the basis
set convergence of the muffin-tin orbitals was investigated using the EMTO method in
combination with the FCD approach for close-packed and open systems.

The EMTO method is based on the optimized overlapping muffin-tin (OOMT) potential
approach. In that, the radii of the potential spheres are treated as variables [36, 40, 50].
The purpose of using OOMT potential approach is to find the best overlapping MT ap-
proximation to the full potential. It was shown that increasing the size of the potential
spheres improves the accuracy of the muffin-tin approximation [40]. With further in-
crease, the error increases, which sets an upper limit for the linear overlap between the
spheres and thus for the potential sphere radii. Therefore, in applications, one always
needs to find the best potential sphere radii which already ensure a proper representa-
tion of the full potential but still lead to an acceptable overlap error in the total energy.
In the present work we studied how the size of the overlapping MT potential spheres
affects the accuracy of the physical properties. In sections below a series of calculations

13
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and analyses on metals and alloys with high and low symmetry structures were de-
scribed by using the EMTO method. First, equilibrium bulk properties of Al, Cu and Rh
in fcc lattice and in an fcc lattice with empty interstitial sites were examined. Then ap-
plications to hydrogenated Sc-based alloys and their phase stability were investigated
in details.

This Chapter is based on supplements I and II.

3.1 Basis Set Convergence of the Exact Muffin-tin Orbitals

We have investigated the basis set convergence of the exact muffin-tin orbitals by mon-
itoring the equation of state for Al, Cu and Rh calculated in the conventional fcc lattice
(str-I). Then, we inserted three empty interstitial sites per fcc primitive cell: one to the
(1/2, 1/2, 1/2) octahedral position and two to the (1/4, 1/4, 1/4) and (3/4 , 3/4, 3/4)
tetrahedral positions (str-II). The resulting lattice has a body-centered-cubic (bcc) pack-
ing and can be used as a prototype for large variety of systems. For example, when the
fcc position is filled by atom A (Ca), the tetrahedral positions by atom B (F), and the
octahedral position is left empty we get the fluorite CaF2 structure. Atom A (Zn) on fcc
position, atom B (S) on the first tetrahedral positions, and empty second tetrahedral and
octahedral positions give the zinc-blende ZnS structure. The Heusler AlCu2Mn struc-
ture is handled if fcc position is occupied by atom A (Al), the octahedral position by B
(Mn), and the two tetrahedral positions by C (Cu) as shown in Figure 3.1. Placing sim-
ilar atoms on fcc and octahedral positions and leaving the tetrahedral positions empty
results in a simple cubic structure, whereas filling up all four positions with similar
atoms gives bcc structure. Finally, partially or completely filled octahedral and tetrahe-
dral positions are possible models for interstitials in an fcc host. In these calculations,
we considered the most inhomogeneous case when the three interstitial sites are occu-
pied by empty potential wells (str-II). In full potential methods, a properly performed
calculations should yield identical bulk properties for str-I and str-II structures, since
no shape approximation is used and thus the space division has no effect on the accu-
racy of those methods, but for MT methods, str-II is represents a real challenge. The
tetrahedral Em wells in str-II are close to the spherical atomic potential wells located at
the original fcc sites and therefore the potential and the charge density within these Em
spheres will strongly deviate from the spherical symmetry.

We selected Al, Cu and Rh as three representative fcc metals having different electronic
structures and charge densities. In order to monitor the performance of the muffin-
tin approach for structures str-I and str-II , we chose two fundamental quantities: the
equilibrium Wigner-Seitz radius (w) and the bulk modulus (B). On the other hand, we
treated the radii of the potential spheres (S) for str-II as variables. Therefore, by em-
ploying EMTO method in the present work, in addition to the basis set, we investigated
how the size of the overlapping MT potential spheres influences the accuracy of the
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Figure 3.1. Schematic plot of the Heusler structure (L21, prototype AlCu2Mn). In
structure str-II, the black spheres (A) are the actual atoms, whereas the
three interstitial sites, namely, the orange (IO) octahedral site and the two
blue (IT ) tetrahedral sites, are filled up with empty potential wells (Em).

calculated physical properties.

3.1.1 Structure str-I

Theoretical equilibrium Wigner-Seitz radii and bulk moduli for fcc (str-I) Al, Cu and
Rh are listed in Table 3.1 as function of number of muffin-tin orbitals, lmax for PBE-
GGA exchange-correlation functional. In order to test the accuracy of the calculations,
the theoretical w and B were compared with the experimental values taken at room
temperature [51].

Taking the most accurate values to be those corresponding to spdfgh, from Table 3.1 we
can establish the basis set convergence for str-I. For fcc Al already lmax = 2 leads to well-
converged w and B, whereas for fcc Cu and Rh lmax = 3 is required to reduce the errors
of w and B to 0.4% and 1.4%.

3.1.2 Structure str-II

Figure 3.2 shows the relative errors for the w (δw) and B (δB) of Al calculated for str-II as
a function of lmax and S. Here the errors are defined as the relative deviations between
w of str-II and w = 2.95 Bohr of str-I using spdfgh and LDA approximation and between
B of str-II and B = 81.2 GPa of str-I using spdfgh and LDA approximation. The relative
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Table 3.1. Calculated equilibrium atomic radii (w in bohr) and bulk moduli (B in
GPa) for fcc Al, Cu, and Rh as functions of the number of MT orbitals,
lmax compared with experimental values [51]. Results are shown for PBE
exchange-correlation approximation.

w B
spd spdf spdfg spdfgh Exp spd spdf spdfg spdfgh Exp

Al 2.99 2.99 2.99 2.99 2.991 75.1 75.7 75.7 75.7 72.8
Cu 2.70 2.69 2.68 2.68 2.669 135.5 140.5 141.5 141.6 133
Rh 2.88 2.84 2.83 2.83 2.803 235.4 252.4 255.5 255.9 282

errors for str-I are also shown as a function of lmax. We found that for Al there are no
significant differences between the errors and their lmax dependence obtained for both
structures. For all S values w and B converged rapidly with lmax, we ascribed this good
convergence to the well-localized core density and the nearly homogeneous valence
density in this metal. No improvement was achieved by increasing the potential radius
to 1.05w and 1.10w.
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Figure 3.2. Relative errors of the LDA equilibrium WS radius and bulk modulus
for Al calculated for str-II structure as functions of the number of MT or-
bitals lmax and potential sphere radius (S = 1.00w, 1.05w and 1.10w). Solid
circles describe the error obtained for str-I Al.
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fcc Cu shows converged results at lmax = 3, while for str-II Cu at least lmax = 4 (spdfg)
is needed to stabilize δw and δB. Concerning the potential sphere dependence of δw
and δB we found that S = 1.05w yields accurate volume for spdfg and spdfgh (δw <
0.3%). However, this choice of S produces large error in the bulk modulus of Cu δB ≈
17%. By increasing S = 1.10w the error decreases to 0.1% but increases δw to 2.21%. We
explained the relatively large error for str-II Cu by the semi-core states, which may give
a non-spherical charge distribution around tetrahedral sites, therefore we did additional
calculations for str-II Cu by including 3p semi-core states into valence states (referred to
as Cu*). Figure 3.3 shows the results of str-II Cu (solid lines) and Cu*(dashed lines) as
a function of lmax compared to the values of str-I Cu (solid lines). We observed that
by placing the 3p states into the valence the relative error for the Wigner-Seitz radius
decreases by ∼ 2% and the bulk modulus of the two set of data agree quite well with
each other.
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Figure 3.3. Relative errors of the LDA equilibrium WS radius and bulk modulus
for Cu calculated for str-II structure as functions of the number of MT or-
bitals lmax and potential sphere radius (S = 1.00w and 1.10w). Solid circles
describe the error obtained for str-I and str-II Cu, dashed lines are the er-
rors obtained for str-II Cu* (valence states are 3p63d104s1).

The basis set convergence for Rh in str-II structure is slower compared to that for Cu.
The relative errors of Wigner-Seitz radius (δw) and bulk modulus (δB) are listed in Table
3.2. In general the two transition metals require a larger basis set than Al. To explain
this trend, we compared the charge distributions in Rh and Cu. fcc Rh has a larger
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interstitial charge density compared to Cu. According to our atomic calculations, in Rh
approximately 0.13 electrons (∼ 2% of the 4p electrons) are located outside of the sphere
of radius w. In the case of Cu ∼ 99% of the 3p electrons and for Al all 2p electrons are
constrained within their Wigner-Seitz sphere. Thus, there is a strongly inhomogeneous
charge density around the tetrahedral Em sites in str-II Rh, which explains the slow
basis convergence of this system. The best results for the potential sphere dependence
of str-II Rh were found for S = 1.10w, where the relative errors are the smallest for lmax

≥ 4.

Table 3.2. Relative errors (in %) of the LDA equilibrium Wigner-Seitz radius (δw)
and bulk modulus (δB) for Rh (4p64d75s2) calculated for str-II as functions
of lmax and S. The errors are relative to w = 2.78 Bohr and B = 313.9 GPa
obtained for str-I structure using spdfgh basis.

δw δB
S spdf spdfg spdfgh spdf spdfg spdfgh

1.00 -1.96 -1.10 -0.79 12.5 3.9 0.6
1.05 2.53 3.33 3.48 -25.7 -22.9 -23.2
1.10 -0.33 0.04 -0.06 -0.4 -3.5 -2.6

3.2 Applications: Hydrogenated Sc-Based Alloys

In this study we employed the EMTO method to describe the partially or fully occupied
interstitial sites within the close-packed systems. A good example for the partially occu-
pied interstitial sites in fcc lattice is the hydrogenated Sc-based alloy. In order to assess
the performance of our computational tool for the hydrogenation of Sc-based alloys, we
first investigated the hydrogenated Sc alloys with different hydrogen contents and then
studied the hydrogen reaction with disordered Sc-Al-Mg alloys. Below I presented a
detailed description.

3.2.1 Hydrogenated Sc Alloys

In this work we considered Sc in fcc structure, ScH2 in CaF2 structure, and ScH in
ZnS structure, the latter modeling 50% hydrogen occupancy in the CaF2 structure. All
these three systems can be described using the lattice model from Figure 3.1 with Em
potential well on the octahedral site. For fcc Sc both tetrahedral sites were occupied by
Em wells. For ScH one tetrahedral site was occupied by H and the other by Em. Finally,
for ScH2 both tetrahedral sites were occupied by H. In order to establish the accuracy of
the EMTO method we employed VASP method and calculated the Wigner-Seitz radius
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and total energy of the above systems. We found that for str-II Sc, the relative error
in the equilibrium radius decreases from -2.79% to -0.47% as going from spd to spdfgh
compared to wSc in str-I (3.411) calculated using EMTO method. The spdfgh wSc in str-II
agrees rather well with the VASP value of 3.405 bohr.

Using the EMTO method with the spd basis the Wigner-Seitz radius of ScH and ScH2

was increased by 0.164 and 0.197 bohr, respectively compared to fcc Sc. These values
correspond to 73% and 91% errors, relative to VASP calculations. Increasing the l cutoff
to lmax = 5 decreases the deviation between the VASP and EMTO lattice expansions to
15% for ScH and 27% for ScH2. The total energy convergence with lmax is better than that
of Wigner-Seitz radius. With the spdf basis the energies are converged within 2 mRy.
The deviations between the best EMTO (obtained for lmax = 5) and the VASP relative
energies are ∼ 1 mRy for ScH and ∼ 3 mRy for ScH2. These differences are reasonable
especially if we take into account that both methods have numerical uncertainties.

3.2.2 Hydrogenated Sc-Al-Mg Alloys

It was shown by Sahlberg et al. [57] using in situ synchrotron radiation powder x-ray
diffraction, neutron powder diffraction, as well as first-principles quantum-mechanical
calculations that the ScAl0.8Mg0.2 compound with CsCl structure absorbs hydrogen by
decomposing into ScH2 with CaF2 structure and fccAl0.8Mg0.2. This reaction was found
to be very fast, even without adding catalyst, and fully reversible. In vacuum, the hy-
drogenated sample was stable at 400 ◦C, but all hydrogen was released for tempera-
tures above 480 ◦C. Their theoretical study indicated that at pressure of 100 kPa, the
hydrogenated alloy is thermodynamically stable up to temperatures around 100 ◦C.
In this study we employed the EMTO method in combination with the CPA approxi-
mation and investigated the Mg effect on the stability field and the hydrogen absorp-
tion/desorption temperature of the ScAlMgH system by calculating the Gibbs energy
of Sc0.5Al(1−x)/2Mgx/2Hx′ and ScAl1−xMgx alloys as a function of x′ (0 ≤ x′ ≤ 2) at dif-
ferent x (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.3). We used several CaF2-based structures to describe the ScAlMgH
system and the CsCl structure to describe the ScAlMg system. We found that the stabil-
ity field of the hydrogenated alloy and the hydrogen release temperature increase with
increasing Mg content. Below I presented a detailed study.

The Chemical Reaction

In the present thesis we studied the reaction between ScAl1−xMgx having the CsCl struc-
ture and the H2 gas, viz,

0.5ScAl1−xMgx + 0.5x′H2 → Sc0.5Al(1−x)/2Mgx/2Hx′ , (3.1)
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where 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.3 and 0 ≤ x′ ≤ 2. The Gibbs energy of formation for the above reaction
is

∆G(T, x, x′, pH2) = ∆G′(T, x, x′)−∆G′′(T, x, x′, pH2). (3.2)

The reaction becomes exothermic when ∆ G′(T ,x,x′) < ∆ G′′(T ,x,x′,pH2 ). ∆ G′ is de-
fined as the Gibbs energy of formation of the hydrogenated Sc0.5Al(1−x)/2Mgx/2Hx′ alloy
relative to the random H-rich and H-free alloys in the CaF2 structure and is given by

∆G′(T, x, x′) = G′(T, x, x′)− 0.5x′G2(T, x)− (1− 0.5x′)G′
0(T, x), (3.3)

where G2 (T ,x) is the Gibbs energy of Sc0.5Al(1−x)/2Mgx/2H2 and G′
0 (T ,x) is the Gibbs

energy of Sc0.5Al(1−x)/2Mgx/2. The Gibbs energy of the reactant is given by

∆G′′(T, x, x′, pH2) =
1

2
x′[GH2(T, pH2)−G2(T, x) +G′

0(T, x)] + [G0(T, x)−G′
0(T, x)]. (3.4)

The first term of the right hand side of equation (3.4) represents the binding energy dif-
ference of H atoms in the H2 molecule and in Sc0.5Al(1−x)/2Mgx/2H2 having CaF2 struc-
ture. The last term is the difference between the Gibbs energy of Sc0.5Al(1−x)/2Mgx/2

in fcc structure G′
0 (T ,x) and that of partially ordered ScAl1−xMgx in CsCl structure

G0 (T ,x). Here we assumed that for the present solids the main temperature effect in
the Gibbs energy is represented by the configurational entropy, since all solids possess
similar Debye temperatures [52], the phonon contributions are estimated to be negligi-
ble compared to the entropy terms in GH2(T ,pH2). The Gibbs energy of the hydrogen
reservoir is [53]

GH2(T, pH2) = EH2 + kBT [ln
pH2

kBTnQ

− lnZint]. (3.5)

Where nQ = (mkB T/2π~2)3/2 is the quantum concentration (m stands for the mass of a
H2 molecule, ~ is a Planck constant, kB is a Boltzmann constant), and Zint is the partition
function of the internal states due to the rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom.
We used the theoretical value (generalized gradient level) for the total energy of H2

molecule EH2 = -2.345 Ry [54]. We used the numerical parameters for H2 from [55, 56].
For the hydrogenated alloys Sc0.5Al(1−x)/2Mgx/2Hx′ having CaF2 parent lattice we used
several different structures. First, for arbitrary hydrogen contents we assumed that the
Ca sublattice is occupied entirely by the Sc0.5Al(1−x)/2Mgx/2 random alloys and the F
sublattice by Hx′ plus empty potential wells. Second for 50% hydrogen content (i.e x′ =
1) we considered two structures. The first model is a completely phase separated system
(PS) represented by bulk ScH2 plus bulk Al1−xMgx. The Gibbs energy per metal atom
for this structure is

GPS = [G(ScH2) +G(Al1−xMgx)]/2. (3.6)

The second model is a composite similar to PS but with finite grain sizes (PSi). In this
model we assumed that the ScH2 grains embedded in Al(1−x)Mgx matrix have a cubic
shape with edges equal to λ≈ na (a is the average lattice constant). Within this approach
the Gibbs energy of formation for the composite can be written as ∆G(λ)= λ3∆g + 6λ2γi,
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where γi stands for interfacial energy expressed per unit area and ∆g is the Gibbs energy
density gain associated with the phase separation. The extremum of ∆G(λ) determines
the minimum grain size λmin ≈ 4γi/∆g, below which no phase separation occurs. Then,
the Gibbs energy per metal atom for PSi can be written in the form

GPSi =
1

2
[G(ScH2) +G(Al1−xMgx)] +

3a2

4n
γi, (3.7)

where n is the size of finite grain. When γi is negligible or when the size of the grains
is very large (n≫ 1), GPSi(n) reduces to GPS. In order to compute the interfacial energy
between ScH2 and Al1−xMgx grains, we did the total energy calculation for two layered
structures. The first structure we denoted by LS has a unit cell formed by two adjacent
fcc cells. The first fcc cell is filled up with ScH2 having CaF2 structure and the second
with Al1−xMgx having fcc structure. The second structure is a double layered structure
denoted by LS2 formed by four adjacent cubic fcc unit cells (two CaF2 ScH2 cells and
two fcc Al1−xMgx cells). By using these structures we calculated the interfacial energy
as

γi =
ELS − 4Eincr

2Ai

, (3.8)

where the incremental energy is the bulk energy (Eincr =(ELS2-ELS)/4) and Ai = a2/2 is
the interface area per metal atom.

Effect of Mg on the Stability of the Hydrogenated ScAl1−xMgx Alloys

According to our calculations we observed that ∆G′′(T ,x′,x,pH2) term exhibits much
stronger temperature dependence than the ∆G′ (T ,x′,x) term. This strong temperature
dependence of ∆G′′term in turn is due to the entropy of the hydrogen reservoir (equa-
tion. (3.5)). We found that the hydrogenation reaction for the random solid solution
Sc0.5Al(1−x)/2Mgx/2Hx′ in CaF2 structure is always endothermic, i.e. the hydrogenated
alloys is unstable for all x′,T ,pH2 considered here. Our calculations showed that ∆G′

(T ,2,x) - ∆G′′ (T ,2,x,pH2) decreases substantially with Mg addition. For instance, at 0 K
the above Gibbs energy difference changes from 14 mRy at x = 0 to 6.4 mRy at x = 0.2.
On the other hand, the above energy difference increases with increasing the tempera-
ture from 0 K to 800 K at 100 kPa, and at 10 MPa. At x = 0.2 and x′ = 2, the above energy
difference increases from 14.31 mRy at 0 K to 90.1 mRy (66.7 mRy) at 800 K and 100
kPa (10 MPa) (see Figure 3.4). Pressure destabilizes the quasi-ordered CsCl structure as
shown in Figure 3.4.

The Gibbs energy of formation for the phase separated PS and PSi systems at x = 0.2
is shown in Figure 3.4 by upper and lower triangles, respectively. At 0 K and x = 0.2
(x = 0), the PS system is found to be around 62.9 mRy (65.8 mRy) and the PSi around
41.9 mRy (44.8 mRy) more stable than the disordered CaF2 phase at x′ = 1. In general,
the Gibbs energy of PS and PSi phases slightly decreases with Mg addition. Figure 3.5
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Figure 3.4. Comparison between the Gibbs energies ∆G′(T ,x′,0.2) (dashed lines),
∆G′(T , PS, 0.2) (upper triangles) and ∆G′(T , PSi, 0.2) (lower triangles) cal-
culated for Sc0.5Al0.4Mg0.1Hx′ . Results for ∆G′′ (T , x′, 0.2, pH2) are shown
for pressures 100 kPa (solid lines) and 10 MPa (dashed-dotted lines). Ener-
gies refer per total number of Sc plus Al atoms and are given for tempera-
tures 0 K and 800 K.

shows the critical temperatures below which the chemical reaction (3.1) is calculated
to be exothermic. The upper panel in Figure 3.5 shows the critical temperatures for
PS system (TPS) and the lower panel for PSi system at two hydrogen partial pressures
100 kPa and 10 MPa as a function of Mg content. According to our results, the criti-
cal temperatures are above ∼ 370 K; the ScH2 plus Al1−xMgx phase decomposition will
start by forming ScH2 nuclei in the Al1−xMgx matrix. The thermodynamic barrier for
this process is given by PSi formation energy. If the initial temperature is above TPSi,
then only the grains with size larger than λmin will be stable. Therefore, we considered
that TPSi temperatures represent the upper bound where hydrogenation of ScAl1−xMgx

can be started. The hydrogenated sample will remain stable up to TPS, above which
the hydrogen release starts. Comparing our results for the critical temperatures with
the experimental results for alloys containing 20% Mg [57]. Experimentally during hy-
drogen absorption the hydrogen gas was around 10 MPa and the hydrogenation was
completed at 670 K. Hydrogen was released at 750 K at atmospheric pressure. Accord-
ing to Figure 3.5 at 20% Mg (x = 0.2), the hydrogen absorption temperature at 10 MPa is
∼ 600 K and hydrogen release temperature at 100 kPa is ∼ 805 K, we have to take into
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account the error bar which is ∼ 50 K. We can say that the above results agree well with
the experimental results.

Figure 3.5. Theoretical critical temperatures below which the phase separated PS
(upper panel) and the PSi (lower panel) ScH2 plus Al1−xMgx system are
thermodynamically stable with respect to ScAl1−xMgx plus hydrogen gas.
The temperatures are plotted as a function of Mg content (x) and hydrogen
pressure (pH2).



Chapter 4

Bain Path of Paramagnetic Fe-Cr Based
Alloys

In this chapter the alloying effects on the calculated total energies, the local magnetic
moments and the softness of fcc and bcc lattices (against martensitic transformation)
of paramagnetic Fe-Cr-M (M = Cr, Mn, Co and Ni) alloys along the Bain path were
discussed. For each system the calculations for seven different Wigner-Seitz (w) radius
between 2.60 Bohr ≤ w ≤ 2.75 Bohr and 14 different c/a ratios between 0.9 ≤ c/a ≤
1.55 were performed. The paramagnetic state of Fe-Cr-M alloys was simulated by the
disordered local moments model. In the following sections I presented the main results
of the above work.

This chapter is based on supplements III, IV and V.

4.1 Total Energy Maps

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the total energy results for four different Fe-Cr based alloys as a
function of Wigner-Seitz radius and c/a ratios, the energy shows a double-well structure
with local minima at the cubic values of c/a (i.e. c/a = 1 for bcc and c/a =

√
2 for fcc).

We found that for all alloys the equilibrium radius is slightly larger (by less than ∼ 1%)
in bcc phase than in fcc phase. This trend is typical for transition metals [58, 59]. From
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 we found that for c/a < 1 and c/a >

√
2 the total energy rises sharply

making those bct lattices unstable.

According to our results for Fe0.9Cr0.1 in Figure 4.1, we observed that at the equilibrium
volume fcc structure is more stable than bcc phase; the energy differences between fcc
and bcc structures being ∆E ≡ Efcc-Ebcc = -0.021 mRy per atom, for the energy barrier
between fcc and bcc local minima (the energy barrier calculated for c/a = 1.2 and w =
2.675 Bohr), we obtained that ∆Efcc ≡ E1.2-Efcc = 1.019 mRy (the barrier relative to fcc

24
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Figure 4.1. Total energy contours (in mRy) for FeCr and FeCrNi alloys as a function
of the tetragonal lattice ratio c/a and the Wigner-Seitz radius (w). The en-
ergies are plotted relative to the minimum of the bcc (c/a = 1) total energy.

structure) and ∆Ebcc ≡ E1.2 - Ebcc = 0.998 (barrier relative to bcc structure). In these
calculations we considered Fe0.9Cr0.1 as a reference and focused on effects of alloying
elements on the total energy and local magnetic moments of the paramagnetic Fe-Cr
along the Bain path. We found that by adding 5 (10) % Cr to Fe0.9Cr0.1 the total energy
differences increases by ∆E(Cr) = 0.443 (0.946) mRy in favour of bcc structure and this
result agrees well with observation in [60] and the energy barrier between bcc and fcc
structure decreases to ∆Efcc = 0.118 (0.276) mRy or relative to bcc structure increases by
∆Ebcc = 0.325(0.670) mRy, and this mean that the energy minimum around fcc phase
is shallower than that of Fe0.9Cr0.1 and deeper around bcc phase. This supports the
observation in Ref [61] that Cr decreases the tetragonal elastic constant of paramagnetic
fcc Fe0.9Cr0.1. However, we observed that substituting 5% Mn for Fe in the Fe0.9Cr0.1
alloy increases the energy differences between fcc and bcc relative to that of Fe0.9Cr0.1 by
∆E(Mn) = 0.045 mRy. According to this difference Mn slightly stabilizes bcc structure.
The energy barrier between these two cubic phases changes by approximately ∆Ef (Mn)
= -0.025 mRy and ∆Eb(Mn) = 0.020 mRy.
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Nickel and Cobalt addition to Fe0.9Cr0.1 alloy yields ∆E(Ni) = -0.300 mRy, while ∆E(Co)
= -0.451 mRy. Addition of two metals to Fe0.9Cr0.1 strongly stabilize fcc phase and this
observation in line with [60]. On the other hand, Ni and Co change the energy barrier by
∆Ef (Ni) = 0.045 mRy or ∆Eb(Ni) = -0.255 mRy per atom and ∆Ef (Co) = 0.208 mRy per
atom or ∆Eb(Co) = -0.243 mRy per atom relative to that of Fe0.9Cr0.1. The energy barrier
calculations of Ni and Co are in contrast to those calculated for the elastic constants
of paramagnetic Fe alloys in Ref [61]. We ascribed these effects of 3d transition metals
addition to Fe0.9Cr0.1 to the electronic mechanism and the changes of Nd upon alloying;
the average d-occupation number for Fe0.9Cr0.1 is around 6.3 and this value is between
Mn (5.5) and Fe (6.5). Therefore, Cr (4.5) addition decreases Nd while Co (7.5) and
Ni (8.5) increases Nd. Manganese and iron have a negligible effect. According to the
crystal structure theory of transition metals [62], for nonmagnetic solids with 4 ≤Nd ≤ 6
increasing (decreasing) d-occupation number stabilizes fcc (bcc) phase. This observation
was found for the nonmagnetic 3d metals in [62]. By using these changes with alloying,
we found that the present energy differences are agreed with those in [62] and they obey
to the simple crystal structure theory of transition metals [62]. On the other hand, by
investigating the density of state of the above alloys around Fermi level, we found that
for all systems the Dfcc(ϵF ) > Dbcc(ϵF ). Furthermore, Dbcc(ϵF ) increases with Mn and
Co additions and slightly decreases with Cr and Ni additions, while Dfcc(ϵF ) slightly
increases (decreases) with Co (Cr) addition and strongly decreases with Ni addition
and since increasing (decreasing) D(ϵF ) might indicate that the center of gravity of the
density of states is shifted towards larger (smaller) energies, and thus the one electron
energy and kinetic energy increases (decreases). Therefore, the leading alloying effects
on the kinetic energy are that Cr slightly stabilizes both fcc and bcc phases, Mn and Co
strongly destabilizes bcc phase, and Ni stabilizes fcc phase.

4.2 Deformations Around fcc and bcc Lattices

In this section, the slopes of the energy maps around the local minima were studied
by focusing on the energy difference ∆Efcc/bcc(c/a) = Ec/a - Efcc/bcc calculated at fixed
volume corresponding to the equilibrium volume of the fcc/bcc phase.

Figure 4.3 shows the calculated ∆Efcc (c/a) (left panel) and ∆Ebcc (c/a) (right panel) as
a function of alloying elements (M ) for different c/a values. Here the energy differences
are of paramagnetic Fe0.85Cr0.1M0.05 (M = Cr, Mn, Fe, Co and Ni) alloys relative to that
Fe0.9Cr0.1 alloy. The tetragonal distortion (δ) around fcc or bcc lattice is given by the
relation c/a = (c/a)fcc/(1+δ)3 [36] and the tetragonal elastic constant C’ is directly related
to the energy differences and δ at the equilibrium volume by the relation E(δ) = 6VC’δ2

[36]. At specific δ, the C’ is proportional to the energy differences.

From Figure 4.3 (left panel) we observed that by adding 5% Cr (Ni) to paramagnetic fcc
Fe0.9Cr0.1, ∆Efcc (1.35) is decreased by 0.008 (0.012) mRy relative to that of fcc Fe0.9Cr0.1.
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Figure 4.2. Total energy contours (in mRy) for FeCrMn and FeCrCo alloys as a func-
tion of the tetragonal lattice ratio c/a and the Wigner-Seitz radius (w). The
energies are plotted relative to the minimum of the bcc (c/a = 1) total en-
ergy.

Here c/a = 1.35 corresponds to δ = 0.015 distortion around fcc phase, we expected that
the tetragonal shear elastic constant of paramagnetic fcc Fe0.9Cr0.1 decreases too and this
observation in line with those obtained for the ferromagnetic bcc binary Fe-M (M = Cr,
Mn, Co and Ni) alloys [61]. This means that Cr (Ni) softens the fcc lattice. Cobalt addi-
tion to paramagnetic Fe0.9Cr0.1 increases ∆Efcc (1.35) by 0.01 mRy, Mn has a small effect
on the bct - fcc structural energy difference, which agrees with its negligible impact on
C’fcc [61]. For large distortions (0.055 ≥ δ ≥ 0.027 i.e. 1.30 ≥ c/a ≥ 1.20) ∆Efcc(c/a)
strongly increases (decreases) by adding Co (Cr). Nickel decreases the ∆Efcc(c/a) en-
ergy difference for c/a > 1.20.

It is shown that by substituting 5% Co (Ni) for Fe in paramagnetic bcc Fe0.9Cr0.1 (right
panel in Figure 4.3), ∆Ebcc (c/a = 1.05) is decreased by 0.013 (0.03) mRy relative to that
of bcc Fe0.9Cr0.1. This c/a = 1.05 corresponds to distortion δ = 0.016 around bcc lattice,
the shear elastic constant of paramagnetic bcc Fe0.9Cr0.1 decreases too which means that
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Figure 4.3. Theoretical energy differences between the bct and fcc (left panel)
and between the bct and bcc phases (right panel) of the paramagnetic
Fe0.85Cr0.10M0.05 (M = Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) random alloys plotted relative to
that of Fe0.90Cr0.10 as a function transition metal M possessing increasing
d-occupation number as going from left (Cr) to right (Ni) and for different
c/a ratios (distortions).

Co and Ni soften bcc lattice. Chromium and Mn have hardening effect on bcc lattice;
adding 5% of Cr (Mn) to the bcc Fe0.9Cr0.1 increases ∆Ebcc (1.05) by 0.037 (0.018) mRy.
By increasing the distortion to δ = 0.059 (i.e. c/a = 1.20) the above trends become more
pronounced, but Mn has a negligible effect even at large distortion.

4.3 Magnetic Properties of Fe-Cr Based Alloys

Using DLM model to describe the paramagnetic phase of FeCrM (M = Cr, Mn, Co and
Ni) alloys, we observed that the local magnetic moments on Fe atoms along the Bain
path have the same trend in all alloys as shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5; at the same
volume the local magnetic moments on Fe atoms have the maximum value at c/a = 1
(i.e. at bcc structure), while the minimum value at c/a =

√
2 (i.e. at fcc structure). On

the other hand, the local magnetic moments on Fe atoms increase with increasing the
Wigner-Seitz radius (w).

The magnetic moments on Fe atoms for Fe0.9Cr0.1 alloy at equilibrium volume are 1.51
µB, we found that by substituting 5 % Cr (Mn) for Fe in Fe0.9Cr0.1 the magnetic moments
on Fe atoms are decreased by 0.099 (0.038) µB. However, Co and Ni addition increases
the magnetic moments on Fe atoms by 0.033 (0.1) µB. The local magnetic moments on
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Figure 4.4. The local magnetic moments on Fe atoms of paramagnetic FeCr and Fe-
CrNi alloys as a function of Wigner-Seitz radius (w) and tetragonal lattice
ratio (c/a).

Cr atoms for Fe0.9Cr0.1, Fe0.85Cr0.15 and Fe0.8Cr0.2 and Fe0.85Cr0.1Ni0.05 are vanished for
the whole c/a and w range considered here. Cobalt has no local magnetic moments for
c/a > 1.30 and Mn magnetic moments have almost constant values along the Bain path.
We investigated the magnetic entropy (T∆Smag) for T = 1400 K using the mean-field
approximation [63] and the free energy difference (∆Fmag) between fcc and bcc lattices
for all systems. Results are shown in Table 4.1.

We found that for all alloys the magnetic entropy stabilize the bcc phase. This obser-
vation agree well with that in [64] in the case of Fe-Cr-Ni alloys, even though the free
energy differences relative to that of Fe0.9Cr0.1 show that Co and Ni are fcc stabilizers.
On the other hand, if we compare the energy differences with and without the mag-
netic entropy, we find that the energy difference of Fe-Cr-Co system reduces from 0.453
mRy (without T∆Smag ) to 0.312 mRy (with T∆Smag) and that of Fe-Cr-Ni increases
from 0.300 mRy (without T∆Smag) to 0.625 mRy (with T∆Smag), meaning that at high
temperature Ni is a stronger fcc stabilizer than Co.
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Table 4.1. Theoretical (EMTO-PBE) total energy, magnetic entropy and free energy
differences between fcc and bcc phases of paramagnetic Fe-Cr-M (M = Cr,
Mn, Co, Ni) alloys (in units of mRy) calculated at T = 1400K.

System ∆E T∆Smag ∆Fmag

Fe0.9Cr0.1 -0.021 -1.731 1.710
Fe0.85Cr0.15 0.412 -1.847 2.259
Fe0.9Cr0.1Mn0.05 0.024 -1.850 1.874
Fe0.9Cr0.1Co0.05 -0.474 -1.872 1.398
Fe0.9Cr0.1Ni0.05 -0.321 -1.406 1.085
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Figure 4.5. The local magnetic moments on Fe atoms of paramagnetic FeCrMn and
FeCrCo alloys as a function of Wigner-Seitz radius (w) and tetragonal lat-
tice ratio (c/a).



Chapter 5

Tetragonal Martensite in Ferrous Fe-C
Based Alloys

Steels are consider among the most engineering materials due to their excellent mechan-
ical properties and they have wide applications in different industrial sectors. Fe is fer-
romagnetic and crystallizes in bcc structure. Interstitial C in bcc Fe matrix is responsible
for the formation of the metastable martensite phase which increases the hardenability
and strength of steel. The martensite phase has a bct structure.

The tetragonality of Fe-C martensite was discovered by Fink and Campbell [65] and
Seljakov et al. [66] during their experimental works. It was shown that the tetragonality
of Fe-C martensite is linearly depends on C content [67, 68] for C content ≥ 0.56 wt.
%. This linear dependence was confirmed by a lot of early experimental investigations
[69, 70, 71, 72]. Later it was found that the alloying, temperature and interstitial order-
ing have effect on the tetragonality of martensites. Low-carbon martensite is of cubic
structure, and the cubic-tetragonal transition of martensites connected to the distribu-
tion of carbon atoms [73, 74, 75]. Alloying has impact on the axial ratio of martensite,
it was proved that martensite Mn, low-Nickel, Rh and Cr steels have abnormal low
tetragonality [76, 77, 78]. The low tetragonality of the above martensites is connected
to the partial disordered of C atoms in three octahedral sites in martensite. By heat-
ing these martensites to room temperature the tetragonality increases. Abnormal high
tetragonality was found in martensite Al and high-Ni steels [79, 80], by heating Al and
high-Nickel martensites to room temperature the tetragonality decreases. The above
abnormal cases and their tetragonality variation with the heating were ascribed to the
nonequilibrium distribution of C atoms in martensites.

In this chapter we examined the alloying effect on the structural parameters of ferro-
magnetic Fe-C martensites by using the EMTO method in combination with the CPA
approximation. In order to assess the accuracy of the EMTO method in case of Fe-C
system we performed additional full potential calculations using the PAW method.

31
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This chapter is based on supplement 6.

5.1 Performance of the EMTO Method in Fe-C System
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Figure 5.1. Total energy (units of mRy per atom) for ferromagnetic Fe16C1 alloy as a
function of tetragonal lattice ratio c/a and the atomic sphere radius of C rel-
ative to the atomic sphere radius of the corresponding Voronoi polyhedron
around C site. The results correspond to the average Wigner-Seitz radius of
w = 2.61 Bohr, and the energies are plotted relative to that obtained for c/a
= 1 and wC/w0

C = 1.00. The global minimum of the total energy is located
at wC/w0

C = 0.75 and corresponds to c/a = 1.07.

The EMTO method is based on the optimized overlapping muffin-tin (OOMT) potential
approximation in case of open or low symmetry structures. In OOMT approximation
the potential is chosen as the best possible spherical approximation to the exact po-
tential. More details about OOMT approximation found in Ref [35]. In this work we
disregarded the errors in the potential itself, and found the model potential that gives
the best one electron spectrum and best total energy for Fe-C system. We adopted the
latter approach and optimized the total energy in terms of the size of the spherical po-
tential around the interstitial C atom in Fe16C1 supercell. Initially, the Fe16C1 supercell
was formed by 8 conventional bcc unit cells (using a 2x2x2 setup), where we placed one
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C atom in the (0,0,1/2) octahedral position and all ideal bcc positions were occupied by
Fe. Then, for each fixed c/a, a full structural relaxation (including local relaxation) was
performed by using the PAW method.

The EMTO self-consistent calculations were performed using the spherical cell approx-
imation [40]. For each atom in Fe16C1 supercell, the radius of the potential sphere was
set to the radius of the atomic sphere. The radius of the atomic sphere around C site was
modeled according to wC = ηw0

C, where w0
C is the radius corresponding to the C Voronoi

polyhedra and η is a parameter. For each η (or wC), the radii of the atomic spheres for Fe
atoms were scaled so that the total volume of the atomic spheres should correspond to
the average Wigner-Seitz radius (w). Then the potential optimization was performed by
monitoring the total energy calculated for η = 0.6-1.0 with step of 0.05. By changing η we
mainly modified the atomic and thus the potential sphere around the C atoms whereas
those around the Fe atoms stayed nearly constant.
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Figure 5.2. Total energies (units of mRy per atom) for ferromagnetic Fe16C1 cal-
culated using the EMTO and PAW methods. The energies are plotted as
a function of the tetragonal lattice constant c/a and relative to the corre-
sponding bcc (i.e. c/a = 1) total energy. The EMTO results are shown for
two different sets of k-points in the irreducible Brillouin zone.

Figure 5.1 shows the EMTO total energies of Fe16C1 as a function of η and for a series
of c/a values within the interval of 0.85 − 1.15. Average Wigner-Seitz radius was set to
w = 2.61 Bohr. We found that the local minima of the total energy as a function of c/a
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change by changing η from 0.6 to 1.0. The global total energy minimum was found at
c/a ∼ 1.07 and η = 0.75. This c/a (∼ 1.07) is very close to that obtained by PAW method.
From our calculations we should note that the optimized η shows a weak volume (w)
dependence. Therefore in all our calculations (with alloying for different w) we set η to
0.75.

In Figure 5.2 we compared the EMTO and PAW total energies of Fe16C1 as a function of
c/a ratio at theoretical equilibrium volumes. The energies are expressed per atom and
are plotted relative to the total energy obtained for bcc structure (c/a = 1). In EMTO
calculations, we used two different Brillouin zone sampling in order to illustrate the k-
mesh convergency. In EMTO calculations, we obtained that the total energy is the same
for two different Brillouin zone sampling, meaning that k points are converged well in
EMTO calculations. On the other hand, there is a total energy deviation between the ab
initio methods for c/a = 0.95 and c/a = 1.15. For the intermediate c/a the total energy
deviations are very small.

After setting up the muffin-tin potentials and assure that they yields accurate bulk prop-
erties we can go further and studying the alloying effects on the bulk properties of Fe-C
by adopting the CPA approximation. Detailed study in the next section.

5.2 Alloying Effect on the Tetragonality of Fe-C System

In this section I presented and discussed the total energy maps for five Fe-C based al-
loys: Fe16C1, (Fe0.95Al0.05)16C1, (Fe0.95Cr0.05)16C1, (Fe0.95Co0.05)16C1 and (Fe0.95Ni0.05)16C1

as shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. The energies are plotted as a function of Wigner-Seitz
radius (2.60 ≤ w ≤ 2.70) and tetragonal lattice ratio (0.85 ≤ c/a ≤ 1.15), all energies
are relative to the energy corresponding to the bcc lattice (i.e. c/a = 1) with w = 2.60
Bohr. We found that the equilibrium Wigner-Seitz radius (weq) for Fe16C1 is ∼ 2.646
Bohr and the equilibrium tetragonal lattice ratio (c/aeq) is ∼ 1.07. Now, substituting 5
at. % Al increases weq by ∼ 0.2 % and c/aeq by ∼ 0.012. Chromium and Co additions
have slightly effects on both weq and c/aeq. Namely, Adding 5 at. % Cr (Co) the weq

increases by ∼ 0.1(0.2) and c/aeq slightly decreases (increases) by ∼ 0.001 relative to that
of Fe16C1. Nickel addition has a less pronounced effect on weq and c/aeq compared to
that of (Fe0.95Al0.05)16C1. Substituting 5 at. % Ni enhances weq (c/aeq) by ∼ 0.1% (0.007).

We calculated the total energy differences of the five Fe-C alloys that illustrated in Fig-
ures 5.3 and 5.4 along the Bain path. We obtained that Al, Co and Ni decrease the bcc-bct
energy difference, whereas Cr slightly increases it. That is, Al, Co and Ni make the
tetragonal distortion easier as compared to Cr. The alloying effect on the total energy
differences a long the Bain path are in line with those obtained in the previous chapter
for paramagnetic Fe-based alloys. We showed that in the paramagnetic FeCr alloys, the
total energy slopes calculated along the Bain path (relative to the bcc lattice) decrease
by substituting 5 % Co or Ni and increase by adding 5 % Cr. These alloying induced
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Figure 5.3. Total energy maps (units of mRy per atom) of ferromagnetic Fe16C1 (Fe-

C), (Fe0.95Cr0.05)16C1 (FeCr-C) and (Fe0.95Ni0.05)16C1 (FeNi-C) systems cal-
culated using EMTO method as a function of the tetragonal lattice ratio
(c/a) and the average Wigner-Seitz radius (w). The energies are plotted rel-
ative to the corresponding bcc (c/a = 1) total energy at w = 2.60 Bohr.

changes in the total energy of the paramagnetic Fe alloys correlate well with the energy
differences from Figures 5.3 and 5.4.

Concerning the tetragonal elastic constant (C’), Zhang et al. [81] investigated the effect
of alloying on the single-crystal elastic constants of ferromagnetic Fe and demonstrated
that 5 at.% Al, Cr, Co and Ni decrease the tetragonal elastic constant (C ′) of Fe by 14.3%,
4.5%, 3.8% and 11.5%, respectively. Their study showed that in the ferromagnetic state,
bcc Fe becomes softer against tetragonal lattice distortion with Al and Ni, and to some-
what lesser extend also with Cr and Co. According the relation,

∆E(δ) = 6V C ′δ2 +O(δ3), (5.1)

where V is the volume, ∆E(δ) is the total energy change and O(δ3) stands for the
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Figure 5.4. Total energy maps (units of mRy per atom) of ferromagnetic Fe16C1 (Fe-
C), (Fe0.95Al0.05)16C1 (FeAl-C) and (Fe0.95Co0.05)16C1 (FeCo-C) systems cal-
culated using EMTO method as a function of the tetragonal lattice ratio
(c/a) and the average Wigner-Seitz radius (w ). The energies are plotted
relative to the corresponding bcc (c/a = 1) total energy at w = 2.60 Bohr.

higher order terms. The lattice distortion is connected to the tetragonal lattice ratio
by c/a = (1 + δ)−3. Accordingly, for fixed c/a (or δ) a larger total energy change cor-
responds to a larger C ′ and vice versa. According to the above energy changes with
alloying, we found that Al, Ni and Co should decrease the tetragonal elastic constant,
while Cr should slightly increase it. These predictions are in line with the calculated ef-
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fects of Al, Co and Ni onC ′ of carbon-free ferromagnetic bcc Fe [81]. Chromium deviates
from this trend. Thus, we can say that in general the tetragonality of a ferromagnetic
FeM-C martensite correlates reasonable well with the tetragonal elastic constant of fer-
romagnetic bcc FeM solid solution.



Chapter 6

Concluding Discussion

The main aim of this thesis was to find a proper computational tool that incorporate
both alloy theory and has a high accuracy to describe low symmetry systems includ-
ing interstitials. To this end we applied the EMTO method in combination with the
coherent potential approximation to describe the bulk properties of metals and com-
pounds with low and high-symmetry structures. The accuracy of the EMTO method is
influenced by both the basis set and the size of the optimized overlapping muffin-tin
potential sphere. In the first part of the thesis (i.e. supplement 1 and supplement 2), the
basis set convergence of the exact muffin-tin orbitals were examined by monitoring the
equation of state for Al, Cu and Rh in two equivalent crystal lattices: the first one is the
conventional face-centered-cubic lattice (str-I) and the second is the face-centered-cubic
lattice with one atomic and three empty interstitial sites per primitive cell (str-II). For
high-symmetry structures (str-I), the spdf basis yields accurate equilibrium properties,
while for low symmetry structures (str-II) at least five orbitals (spdfg) are needed to get
converged equilibrium properties. The muffin-tin potential sphere radius dependence
of the calculated properties for str-II has been examined too. It was shown that with a
properly optimized muffin-tin potential sphere radius the EMTO methods yields accu-
rate bulk properties.

The above findings were applied to hydrogenated alloys having CaF2 structure (CaF2

structure is type of str-II where we fill the empty tetrahedral sites with true hydro-
gen interstitials) (supplement 2) and studied the chemical reaction between ScAl1−xMgx

quasi-random alloys in the CsCl structure and H2 by calculating the Gibbs energies of
the ScAl1−xMgx quasi-random alloys and the hydrogenated (Sc0.5Al(1−x)/2Mgx/2) ran-
dom alloys in the CaF2 structure, and the phase separated system. For the phase sepa-
rated system two cases were considered: the first was a fully separated bulk ScH2 plus
bulk Al1−xMgx (PS) and the second was ScH2 and Al(1−x)Mgx separated by interfaces of
finite size (PSi). It was shown that adding Mg to the Al sublattice increases the stability
of the hydrogenated alloys.

The second part of the thesis (supplements 3, 4, 5 and 6) focused on steels materials
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and the effect of alloying on mechanical and elastic properties of the steel. In order to
describe C interstitial in Fe matrix, it is important to understand how alloying effects on
the elastic properties of the material, so as a prestudy of Fe-C steel first in supplement 3
the alloying effects on the structural energy differences, magnetic and elastic properties
of paramagnetic Fe-Cr-M (M = Cr, Mn, Co, Ni) alloys were investigated by calculating
the total energy and local magnetic moments along the Bain path. It was found that
Ni and Co addition stabilize the fcc phase, while Cr addition stabilizes the bcc phase.
Manganese was predicted to be a very weak bcc stabilizer. The local magnetic moments
on Fe atoms have minimum values for the fcc and maximum for the bcc structure, and
they vanish on Cr and Ni atoms for the whole c/a and w range considered here. Cobalt
has no local magnetic moments for c/a > 1.30 while Mn moments have almost constant
values along the Bain path. Cobalt and Nickel were predicted to soften bcc lattice, while
Ni and Cr were predicted to soften fcc lattice. These results of fundamental importance
for understanding and describing the interstitial impurities (e.g., carbon or nitrogen)
induced martensitic transformations in Fe-based stainless steels. Then in supplement
6, the interstitial C in ferromagentic Fe-C martensite was described. It is known that
the Fe-C martensite has a body-centered tetragonal (bct) structure and the tetragonality
depends on the content and distribution of C atoms and on the alloying. In supplement
6 the effect of C and alloying on the tetragonality of Fe-C martensite were investigated.
It was found that the ferromagnetic Fe-C system with C content ∼ 1.3 wt. % has a bct
structure with c/a ∼ 1.07. Alloying has an impact on the tetragonality; adding 5% Al,
Co or Ni enhances while 5% Cr addition decreases the tetragonal lattice ratio.



Chapter 7

Conclusions/Future Work

The results provided in this thesis clearly demonstrated that the applied tool is suitable
to describe: 1) The chemical reaction between hydrogen and Sc-based alloys 2) The
energetics, elastic and magnetic properties of carbon-free steels and carbon steels, since
it can properly account for both the chemical disorder and the interstitials in the crystal
structures.

The accuracy of the EMTO method can be sustained at a reasonably high level even
in the case of low-symmetry structures. In applications based on the EMTO density
functional method, however, special emphasis should be put on the completeness of
the basis set and on the choice of the size of the potential spheres.

Results from this thesis showed (i) The thermodynamics of the hydrogenated alloys is
strongly influenced by the microstructure of the sample, and the energetics of the hy-
drogenation reaction is very sensitive to the actual chemical composition of the parent
alloy and also to the structure of the hydrogenated solid. (ii) Alloying has important
effects on the structural, magnetic, elastic and mechanical properties of the steel mate-
rials. The results demonstrated that with properly chosen approximations in the EMTO
method, we were able to describe the interstitials in a solid solutions. I will go further,
and continue working on the carbon-steel by investigating the fundamental physical
properties of ferromagnetic and paramagnetic Fe-C and Fe-C-M (M stands for Cr, Mn,
Co, Ni and others ) systems.
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